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With source code management software, multiple users can work on the 
same project without worrying about conflicts.  Testing if all files in a 
given repository are synchronized with another user becomes a trivial 
task, and getting changes from another user is usually trivial as well.  
This is true even if each user has changed hundreds of documents.  The 
difficult part occurs when multiple developers have edited the same file.  
Good source code management software also makes the task of 
combining the changes dramatically easier.

The other advantage of source code management is that the history of 
each file is also preserved.  In the academic community, this is 
particularly useful when we publish results from a particular version of 
our code.  In the metadata for each figure, we save the commit number 
for the version of the code that was used to obtain the results.  Then if 
the results need to be duplicated, we simply checkout the correct 
version of the code.  Source code management also allows to make 
high-risk changes to our code without worrying about losing our results; 
if the new project fails, we just revert to a previous version of the code.  
We have also realized that source code management software is a very 
good way to manage projects other than source code.  Examples include 
papers, dissertations, posters, and web sites.

Importantly, not all source code management software is 
created equally.  There are basically two primary varieties of 
software, which are exemplified by Git and Apache 
Subversion (also known as SVN).  In the centralized paradigm, 
which is used by SVN, all permanent changes are saved to a 
central repository.  Developers communicate not with each 
other but with the central repository only.

With distributed source code management, each user maintains 
a personal history.  As a result, each user can make commits 
without affecting other users.  In reality, each repository is a 
separate branch, although it is easy to synchronize the 
branches.  Instead of communicating through a central server, 
to which developers may have unequal access, each developer 
accepts changes from other developers.  This is a much better 
system for collaboration because each user can make commits 
to the local repository, and the team can decide as a whole 
which version of the code is the best candidate for release.
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A gallery of some of our favorite results 
from MASIV, the code we generated 
entirely using pair programming on 2 
different machines, facilitated by Git, AFS, 

INTERFACES

$ pwd
/afs/umich.edu/user/d/a/dalle
$ _

Terminal - aero-luanda

> pwd
\\afs\umich.edu\user\d\a\dalle
> _

PowerShell - aero-bonny

> pwd
H:\
> _

PowerShell - fxb085

> pwd
H:\
> _

PowerShell - fxb086

> pwd
H:\
> _

PowerShell - fxb087

$ pwd
/afs/umich.edu/user/d/a/dalle
$ _

Terminal - aero-x-34

$ pwd
/afs/umich.edu/user/d/a/dalle
$ _

Terminal - ibadan

$ pwd
/afs/umich.edu/user/d/a/dalle
$ _

Terminal - aero-pegasus

Using AFS allows us to access and interact with our files 
on many computers without worrying about things like 
mailing ourselves files or using a flash drive.  Instead, we 
install an AFS client on any computer we regularly use, 
and the files are always available on each computer 
without having to do any type of file transfer.  In this 
respect, it works the same as Dropbox or Ubuntu One—
except that there is not a client for an iPad.  However, AFS 
has a much better framework for sharing files.  In 
Dropbox, a given folder is either shared or not shared.  
Any shared folders appear as duplicates in both users' 
accounts.  With AFS, folders can be shared, hidden, 
visible, or partially shared using access control lists.  In 
addition, each user maintains a separate file tree.  For 
example, if Sean and Derek are working on a given file, 
there are two versions of the file, and the two versions can 
be synchronized at any time.

We use AFS on many different computers.  Another 
convenient aspect of using a network-based file system is 
that the same folder can appear on a computer running 
Windows and a computer running *nix at the same time.  
This is convenient for a multitude of reasons, of which the 
most important is that collaborators do not have to use the 
same operating system.  Shown to the right are command-
line interfaces on several home computers, for example a 
desktop and a laptop (top); several CAEN-managed 
computers (second from top); the extra Windows-based 
computer in our office (middle); Derek's primary 
workstation (second from bottom); and a server managed 
by our research group (bottom).  This is certainly not an 
exhaustive search, and it does not include the computers 
used by Sean.

Another interface worth noting is MFile.  MFile is a web 
interface available to any University of Michigan user.  It 
allows us to access our files from a computer that does not 
have an AFS client installed, which can be convenient in a 
pinch.  It also provides a convenient interface for more 
complicated AFS actions like setting access control lists.

Many students and professors at the university live in 
morbid fear that they lose some crucial document or 
critically important piece of data. This realistic concern 
has a solution in the viral system presented here.

The first line of defense is AFS itself. AFS is usually 
implemented as an offsite file system, which means that 
the data actually resides on one of 3 separate computers at 
U of M in Ann Arbor. These computers have redundant 
storage (so your data is stored across multiple drives on 
one computer) and are backed up every 24 hours. This 
eliminates most of the risk many users experience when 
they store data on one hard drive on one computer.

When Git is combined with AFS, it is easy to get even 
more safety, since all files associated with a given project 
can be updated with a single command.

The second line of defense is to use a separate server, also 
with redundant storage. In our case, we have a server in 
the server room in our own building, which means that 
now two different computers would have to have 
catastrophic accidents (such as severe natural disaster) 
simultaneously for any data to be lost.

But wait, there's more. Since Git can run on a personal 
computer just as easily as on a server, the natural extension 
of the madness is to make additional copies from time to 
time (like weekly), and keep them on an external hard 
drive. It's even better if the external drive is kept 
unplugged and in a different physical location from any of 
the other computers.

At this point, the computer used to manipulate the files 
becomes completely irrelevant. There is no need to "back 
up" files because they are always backed up. It's part of the 
mode of working. Just as smart users save their files often 
in order not to lose current changes, smart backupers 
propagate their changes often, in case a computer fails or 
is unavailable.
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